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Abstract
Background: In laparoscopic surgery, usually a vascular pedicle or a tissue to be cut is first coagulated and later cut by scissors
separately. Here the author has created an instrument with dual function of hemostasis as well as cutting without changing the
instruments.
Methods: The author has used the described instrument for comparision in 16 laparoscopic appendicectomy and 14 laparoscopic
hysterectomy. Here the parameter was time required for only cauterization and subsiquent cutting. Appendix was ligated by Meltzers
knot.
Keywords: Laparoscopic bipolar cautery forceps with scissors.

LAPAROSCOPIC APPENDICECTOMY
Bipolar cautery with scissors, 7 cases were performed: 4, 5,
7, 6.5, 4, 6 minutes. Average time required: 5 minutes.
Conventional Bipolar cautery forceps and scissors used
separately. Nine cases were performed: 14, 10, 12, 14, 11,
16, 13, 24, and 13 minutes. Average time required: 13 minutes.

compartment consists of bipolar unit which is fixed type
while the inferior compartment consists of scissor which
is sliding type. The instrument is passed through 10 mm
cannula. The tissue to be cauterized is held between the
jaws of bipolar forceps and coagulated. After adequate effect

LAPAROSCOPIC HYSTERECTOMY
Bipolar cautery with scissors, 6 cases were performed: 10,
12, 14, 10, 15, 13 minutes. Average time required: 12
minutes. Conventional Bipolar cautery forceps and scissors
used separately 8 cases were performed: 23, 31, 28, 31,
21, 35, 25, 30 minutes. Average time required: 28 minutes.
Thus there was less than 50% of time required with
new instrument for the coagulation as well as cutting and
indirectly the duration of surgery. In conventional method,
the time is wasted in removal and introduction of instrument
one by one. A significant amount of CO2 is leaked through
the port. Repeatedly introduction of instruments may create
inconvenience to surgeon and occasionally may cause
trauma to internal organs.

Fig. 1: Bipolar with scissors instrument

DESIGN AND FUNCTIONING
In close association with Jyoti Engineering, Vasai, the bipolar
cautery forceps with scissors was developed (Fig. 1). The
instrument is made up of stainless steel and contains two
compartments (Fig. 2).
The main instrument is 10 mm sheath with length of 30
cm while hand operating part is 10 cm.The superior
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Fig. 2: Bipolar with hidden scissors
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Fig. 3: Scissors with hidden bipolar

Fig. 4: Bipolar cautery forceps

the tissue is released. Now keeping the instrument in same
position the knob of the scissors is pressed with thumb of
same hand thus projecting out the scissors (Fig. 3). The
scissor unit will automatically get locked. Now put the
thumb of same hand in ring of scissors which will operate
the jaws. Once the tissue is cut a button at the backside of
the bipolar U arm is pressed, unlocking the unit and the
scissors will be retracted inside. Now the instrument is ready
for bipolar cauterization (Fig. 4).
DISCUSSION
The instrument can be used with single hand very easily. The
surgeon should have proper knowledge of principles of
electrosurgical dynamics to achieve maximum effect of
coagulation and minimum side effects.1,7,9 If properly used
with irrigation a vessel up to 5 mm can be coagulated.3,11,
12,14
There are better coagulating systems like harmonic,
ligasure13 available but they are costly and the operating handles
have to be changed after 5 to 6 sittings. There are other
limitations like Ligasure can not be used as dissector and its
cutting of tissue with monopoler current/sliding blade is blind.
It also cannot be used as plain scissors. Harmonic is
good dissector, excellent coagulant but it is not useful if a
vessel starts bleeding profusely. It can be dangerous if its
oscillating jaw which is in lowerside touches underling
important structure like vessel, ureter or bowel.8
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The advantage of the new instrument is that it can be
used as a tissue holding without trauma, cutting, coagulation,
hemostasis of a bleeder as well as blunt dissection without
changing the instrument. If a pedicle is having big vessel
one can coagulate it in gradual steps and cutting under vision
to confirm complete hemostasis and with out charring of
tissue and minimum lateral thermal tissue damage.
The instrument can be used to hold structure like bowel,
adnexa for manipulation. The scissors can be used for
continuous cutting of peritoneum, avascular bands, adhesion
and sharp dissection.
The other advantages of the instrument are, it is cheap
and doesent require costly endosurgical unit or ultrasonic
device. The instrument can be reused, autoclavable and has
minimum maintenance.
The scissors is not damaged by charring and frequent
cleaning as in roboscissors, Multifunctional bipolar
scissors5,6 and ligasure where sliding blade becomes blunt.
Few pediatric laparoscopic surgeon use4 single stapler for
appendix along with mesoappendix. This method may be
risky in case of thick turgid or very thin appendix as stapler
pin may not hold the tissue firmly.
CLINICAL USE
A laparoscopic surgeon can use the said instrument for
coagulation, cutting and dissection as a single step or in
combination as per requirement.
Method of Coagulation
A tissue, vessel or a pedicle to deal with is held between the
two jaws of the bipolar forceps. It is cauterized with
coagulation current in short period to prevent charring of
the tissue. If minimum of current and high voltage is used
maximum effect of coagulation is achieved by cogulative
necrosis of tissue and fluids. The further heat spread to
surrounding tissue can be prevented by irrigation of the
electrodes by glycine or weak electrolyte solution. Thus
lateral tissue damage is mininmal.
Method of Cutting
Once the tissue is optimally coagulated the tissue is relased
and the scissor is protruted by pressing the thumb knob.Now
the tissue is cut under vision with presision by the scissors
with movement of the ring. One can guarded cutting under
vision, as if there is incomplete hemostasis immediately
coagulation can be done.
CONCLUSION
The described dual instrument has become very useful in
laparoscopic surgery in our hands.The bipolar cautery
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forceps with scissors have benift over other forms of bipolar
coagulation because goagulated tissue is divided without
instrument changing saving the time by almost 50%. The
other indirect advantages are as follows:
1. Less manipulation of instrument, thus less stress to
surgeon and assistant.5
2. Presise and guarded cutting (which it is not in bipolar
cautery with sliding or monpolar blade in between the
jaws).
3. Less amount of CO2 utilised as gas is leaked.
4. No sticking of tissue or charring of scissors as in case
of roboscissors and in caseof bipolar coagulation multifunctional instrument5 and its maintenance. No need of
frequent cleaning.
5. Cost benift as durable, cheap, less maintenance.
6. Reusable and can be autoclavable.
7. Doesent requires costly ESU/Ultrasonic device
8. Safer than monpolar cautery (No remote injury, direct
coupling, insulation failure, capactive coupling and
minimum lateral tissue damage.2,10
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